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Chapterr 5 

3rdd adventure: 
Non-manuall  negation 

A /as,/as, we went astray for a moment. The last adventure did not bring us any closer to 

ourour goal Nevertheless, it was interesting and it gave us some new insights. We won't 

bebe daunted that easily. So, let's not linger any longer and get back on the right track, for the 

nextnext adventure already lies ahead. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Inn the ASL literature on complex sentences, the absolute duration, that is, the 

extensionn of the non-manual negation marker over the sentence, is also used as 

aa diagnostic to discriminate between subordinate and coordinate clausal 

relationshipss (Padden 1988). Just like pronominal right dislocation, the 

applicabilityy of non-manual negation as a test for syntactic embeddedness in 

NGTT has been questioned in chapter 2, section 2.1.2. In this chapter we will 

seee that this doubt is not justified. 

5.22 The distributio n of non-manual negation 

Thee non-manual negation marker in NGT consists of one or more headshakes 

andd is often accompanied by a negative facial expression. This non-manual 

markerr alone is enough to express denial of a proposition in NGT and ASL. 

Thiss is shown in (1) for NGT. In (la) is a simple affirmative sentence. In (lb-c) 

thiss same sentence is accompanied by the non-manual negation marker, which 

givess the sentence a negative interpretation. 
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MA NN POINTieft PRESENT leftGIVE.PRESENTnght 

'Thee man gives her a present.' 

neg g 
MA NN POINTieft PRESENT leftGIVE.PRESENTrigh, 

neg g 

MA NN POINTieft PRESENT leftGIVE.PRESENTngh, 

'Thee man does not give her a present.' 

(NGT) ) 

A ss can be seen in ( lb), in simple N GT sentences the non-manual negation 

markerr can accompany only the verb it negates, or it can spread over the 

negatedd verb's object ( lc). Thus, at least the verb should be negated in N G T .' 

I nn ASL things are a bit different. As can be seen in (2), in ASL an additional 

manuall  negation sign is often used which occurs before the predicate.2 

neg g 

(2)) JOHN NOT BUY TOMATO 

'Johnn does not buy tomatoes.' 

(ASL;Aaronss 1994:80, ex.10) 

11 Sometimes it seems as if the non-manual negation marker already starts during, or even before the subject 
off  the negated sentence. However, on closer inspection it turns out that this is just a transitional movement 
off  the head to put the head in the right starting position for the actual onset of the negation marker. Thus, 
thee head first makes one short sidewards movement which can easily be mistaken for the commence of the 
negationn marker, whereas the actual start of the marker is right after this transitional sidewards movement of 
diee head. 
22 As was already mentioned in chapter 1, the basic word order in ASL is SVO. 
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Thee combination of a non-manual negation marker and a manual negation 

particlee to express sentential negation can be found in other signed languages as 

well,, e.g. in Argentine Sign Language (Veinberg 1993), British Sign Language 

(Deucharr 1984), Catalan Sign Language (Pfau & Quer 2003), German Sign 

Languagee (Pfau 2002, 2003), and Swedish Sign Language (Bergman 1995) (see 

Coertss 1992 and Pfau 2002 for more examples of signed languages).3 I t should 

bee noted, however, that in most signed languages the use of the manual 

negationn particle is optional whereas the presence of the non-manual negation 

markerr is obligatory.4 This is in contrast to N GT where the use of manual 

negationn signs is considered to be part of the sign system N mG (Sign 

Supportedd Dutch) by the younger generation of native signers. 

I nn ASL the absolute duration of the non-manual negation marker is 

dependentt on the absence or presence of a lexical negation sign. I f a lexical 

negationn is present, the marker appears synchronically with this negation sign 

(3a),, or stretches over the c-command domain of the negation, as in (3b) and 

(2)) above. According to Neidle et al. (2000:45), the sentence in (3 a) with a short 

markerr over the negation sign only, receives an emphatic interpretation. I f no 

lexicall  negation is present, the marker in ASL obligatorily stretches over the 

predicatee and its object, as in (3c). 

_neg g 

(3)) a. JOHN NOT BUY HOUSE 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 

GSg g 

b.. JOHN NOT BUY HOUSE 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 

55 Pfau (2003:8) rightly remarks that culture-specific factors can influence the exact realisation of the non-
manuall  marker. Although the headshake is used in many signed languages (among others ASL, Bntish Sign 
Language,, Catalan Sign Language, German Sign Language, Swedish Sign Language), other signed languages 
(e.g.. Greek Sign Language, Lebanese Sign Language, and Turkish Sign Language) use a negative headnod in 
additionn to the headshake. 
44 This is not entirely true for Lndo-Pakistani Sign Language where the manual particle can be used without the 
non-manuall  marker, too (Zeshan 2000:114), something which to the best of my knowledge has not yet been 
foundd in any other signed language investigated to date. 
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neg g 

c.. JOHN BUY HOUSE 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 

(ASL;; Neidle et al. 2000:44ff, exx.5, 6, 9) 

I ff  in a complex ASL-sentence no manual negation sign is present and the 

non-manuall  negation marker starts in the first clause, it obligatorily stretches 

overr the second clause, if this second clause is embedded in the first clause. 

Thiss pattern is expected since the embedded clause lies within the c-command 

domainn of the matrix Neg. An example of this is in (4a). I f the second clause is 

nott embedded, the non-manual negation marker does not stretch over this 

secondd clause, as in (4b). 

neg g 

(4)) a. i INDEX WANT JNDEX GO-AWAY 

'II  didn't want him to leave.' 

negg aff 

b.. ilNDEX TELEPHONE, .INDEX MAIL LETTER 

TT didn't telephone but she sent a letter.' 

(ASL;; Padden 1988:89ff., exx.23, 25) 

A ss already mentioned in chapter 2, in ASL it seems to be the dependency 

relationn between the clauses in a complex sentence that determines the absolute 

durat ionn of the non-manual negation marker, rather than the other way around. 

Thatt is, in ASL if one clause in a complex sentence is syntactically embedded in 

anotherr clause and no manual negation particle is present, the non-manual 

headshakee that negates the event of the main clause obligatorily stretches over 

thee embedded clause. In other signed languages, it might be the case that the 

non-manuall  negation marker cannot stretch over clause boundaries, whether or 

nott the relationship between the clauses is one of syntactic subordination. 

However,, on the basis of the results from ASL, I assume that, if the non-

manuall  negation marker of the potential main predicate can stretch over a 

clausee boundary, the second clause must be in the c-command domain of the 
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matrixx clause negation. This means that the syntactic relation between the 

clausess is subordination. 

Wee will now look at the distribution of the non-manual negation marker in 

complexx sentences in NGT. It wil l be shown that, as in ASL, the absolute 

durationn of the negation marker can be used as a test to uncover syntactic 

embeddednesss but that, in contrast to ASL, it is not the clausal relationship that 

determiness the absolute duration of the marker, in that spreading of the non-

manuall  negation marker is not obligatory. 

5.33 The results for  complex sentences in NGT 

Inn NGT it is possible to express the non-manual negation marker during the 

complement-takingg predicate and to extend it over the (semantic) complement 

clause.. This is shown in (5) for all classes of complement-taking predicates 

investigatedd here. For example, in (5a) the negation marker starts above the 

complement-takingg predicate to want and stretches over the entire complement 

clause. . 

(5)) a. 

0* * KK 'm. 

POINTsignerr WANT POINTaddressee neu.SpaceCOME.ALONGsigner 

'II  do not want you to come along.' 

b. . 

_neg g 
THE.TwO.OF.USS sign£rSEE0pposite.of.signer MAN POINT0pp.0f.s.gner 

<e e 
_mg _mg 

BOOKK STEAL 

'Thee two of us did not see that the man stole the book.' 

http://THE.TwO.OF.US
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d. . 

Oi Oi 

POINTs, , 

C « B O O 5* * 
ne<? ? 

LIK E E CYCLE E CONTINUE E 

'II  do not like (the fact) that the cycling takes place.' 

^ ^ 

e. . 

neg g 
THE.TWO.OF.USS PRETEND JOHAN ILL 

'Thee two of us do not pretend tha t johan is ill. ' 

-3» » 
^ ^ V V 

_neg g 
PROFESSORR KNOW GOBLIN EXIST 

'Thee professor does not know that goblins exist.' 

5 * * 
WOMANN POINTngh, 

X X <2§> > 5 * * -& & 5 * * 

BELIEVEE POINTrigh, PREGNANT POINTngh, 

'Thee woman, does not believe that she, is pregnant.' 

02 02 0* * 

POINTslgm.rr DOUBT POINTslg,Kr APPOINTMENT RIGHT 

'II  do not doubt that the appointment is right.' 
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h. . 

44 ' 

j i e g g 

INGEE nghtASKsigner TVC'O.OF.US HOUSE signerGO.TOieft TVC'O.OF.US 

'Ingee does not ask me if the two of us are going home.' 
TT » * " * » 

£ £ -0 0 * J J 
(neg) ) 

INGEE POINTrfght SignerTELL,1Cu.sp WOMAN POINTieft 

5 * * 5 * * 
-Heg g 

CAT T POINT; ; right right GONE E POINTrfgh, , 

'Inge,, does not tell the woman that her, cat is gone.' 

(NGT) ) 

Althoughh the non-manual negation marker in the sentences in (5) stretches 

overr the whole sentence that contains two predicates, there was no negation 

involvedd in the second clause. This was quite clear from the informants' own 

formulationss of these sentences. The (potential) complement clauses in (5) thus 

falll  within the scope of the negation, which implies that these clauses are 

syntacticallyy subordinated (see my assumption in section 5.2 in this chapter). 

Thee only exceptions to this observation are utterance predicates with a 

directt speech complement. As shown in (6) it is not possible to stretch the non-

manuall  negation marker over the clause boundary in these cases. 
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(6)) a. 

* ING E E 

# # 

POINT T nglu u 

b. . 

® ® 

<D~A~3>>
<©--

y/n n 

rightASKleftrightASKleft YOU.PL HOUSE sigiierGO.TOneu.sp YOU.PL 

'Ingee does not ask them: "Are you going home?" ; 

/ . . 

*GIR L L 

0= = =0 0 

POINTrigh, , 

O* * 

rolee shift 

GRANDMOTHER R 
aeg g 

BIRTHDAY Y signerr t t-lji^ntu.sp POIN 1 signci 

'Thee girl does not say: "It's my grandmother's birthday." ' 

(NGT) ) 

Thiss restriction seems obvious because direct speech clauses are 

themselvess sentences, or even better, expressions that are independent of the 

speechh act of the matrix clause (Banfield 1982:39, Dik 1997b:102). Direct 

speechh clauses behave just like main clauses with respect to all kinds of 

construct ionss and grammatical processes which are known to be impossible in 

(embedded)) indirect speech clauses. For example, direct speech clauses, but not 

/«directt speech clauses, can consist of exclamations (7a), or imperatives (7b) 

(seee Banfield 1982:28ff. for an exhaustive list). 

http://sigiierGO.TOneu.sp
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(7)) a. Our football coach shouted: "In that corner!" 

a.'' *Our football coach shouted that in that corner, 

b.. The policeman cried to the crowd: "Stop thief!" 

b.'' *The policeman cried to the crowd that stop thief. 

However,, grammatical processes that go beyond the boundary of the 

directt speech clause, e.g. W>extraction, are blocked in these constructions, as 

cann be seen in the direct speech sentences in (8a-a'). In contrast, such processes 

aree impossible in indirect speech (8b-b'). 

(8)) a. Daniëla asks her mother: "What have you bought?" 

a.'' ?"What," Daniëla asks her mother, "have you bought?" 

b.. Daniëla asked her mother, what she, had bought. 

b.'' What did Daniëla ask her mother, that she, had bought? 

Anotherr reason for the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (6) might be a 

semantic-pragmaticc one. When judging the sentences that are presented later in 

thiss chapter in (12), the informants remarked that it is not possible to quote 

someone'ss utterance if it is denied that this utterance is expressed. 

Fromm (5) above it can be concluded that in NGT, just like in ASL, the 

absolutee duration of the non-manual negation marker can be used to reveal 

syntacticc embeddedness in complex sentences, though nothing more than that. 

Inn particular, the results in (5) do not say anything about the complement status 

off  the subordinated clause. The distributional dependency test showed that 

semanticc complement clauses of the complement-taking predicates to want, to 

see,see, to like, to pretend, to know, to believe, and to doubt are syntactic argument clauses, 

seee chapter 3. The fact that these syntactic argument clauses fall within the 

scopee of the negation of the main clause corroborates the subordinated status 

off  these argument clauses. However, for the complement-taking predicates to 

askask and to tell, the distributional dependency test could not give a clear result. 

Thee potential complement clauses of these verbs can be argument clauses or 

adjunctt clauses. The findings of the non-manual negation test change nothing 

withh respect to this result. It could be established in (5h-i) that the potential 
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complementt clauses of to ask and to tell are syntactically subordinated, but 

whetherr they are argument clauses or adjunct clauses has still not been 

determined.. Addit ional information is needed to find out what the exact status 

off  these latter clauses is. This information wil l be given in the next chapter. 

Unlikee ASL, it does not seem to be the case diat in N GT the dependency 

relationshipp of the clauses in complex sentences determines the absolute 

durationn of the negation marker. In case the event referred to by die matrix 

predicatee is negated in NGT, this can be done too by expressing the negation 

markerr over the complement-taking predicate only, as can be seen in (9) where 

exampless are given for all investigated classes of complement-taking predicates. 

(9)) a. 

£ £ £T T $,»@f f 

INGEE POINT right t 

-QCg g 

WAN TT ROLANDieft.back left.backVISn'ieft.£ront 

6: 6: \ \ 

MARIJKEE POINTieft.front 

Tngee does not want Roland to visit Marijke.' 

®Ad d TTn n 

I N G E E rSEEneu.spp MARIJKE HOUSE signerGO.TOneutral.spa, 

' Ingee does not see Marijke going home.' 
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®A& & 
T T^ ^ 

-üêg g 
INGEE LIK E MARIJKE HOUSE signerGO.TOneuttaLspace 

'Ingee does not like (the fact) that Marijke goes home.' 

d. . 

w<av x x 

_neg g 
TWO.OF.USS PRETEND JOHAN ILL 

'Thee two of us do not pretend thatjohan is ill. ' 

5 * * 
yy -. 

*"-> > 

_neg g 
MARIJKEE POINTright KNOW INGE kftCOMEnght 

'Marijke,, does not know that Inge is coming to her,.' 

yy \ 

SET T 

INGEE BELIEVE POINTright 

Os Os // \ ry(\-ry(\-
0' ' 

POINTsignett s^erVISITleft MARIJKE 

'Ingee does not believe that I visit Marijke.' 
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02 02 

// \ 

W W 
_neg g 

POINTs lenerr DOUBT POINTsigner 

^ ^ 

POINTopposite.of.sig.ierr APPOINTMENT RIGHT POINTopposite.of.signer 

'II  do not doubt that the appointment is right.' 

V V 
_neg g 

INGEE POINl'ngh, rightASKsigner TWO.OF.US signerGO.HOMEns 

' Ingee does not ask me if the two of us are going home.' 

/ . . t^L t^L 

_neg g 
POINTl e f t t 

a a 
POINTnghtt CAT G O NE 

'Inge,, does not tell the woman that her, cat is gone.' 

(NGT) ) 

Onee of the three informants considers sentences as in (10) with the 

complement-takingg predicate to want and coreferential subjects for matrix and 

complementt clause ungrammatical. According to her the non-manual negation 

markerr obligatorily has to extend over the complement clause in these 

constructions.. The other two informants, however, can use a negation marker 

http://POINTopposite.of.sig.ier
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overr the complement-taking predicate only in these constructions, as can be 

seenn in (11). 

(10) ) 

_neg g 

(11) ) 

0/°POINTaddresseee WANT SWIM 

'Youu do not want to swim.' 

POINTaddressee e 

(NGT) ) 

_neg g 
ING EE WANT signerVISITief, MARIJKE 

'Ingee does not want to visit Marijke.' 

(NGT) ) 

Inn utterance predicates with direct speech complements it is not possible 

too use a non-manual negation marker over the complement-taking predicate 

onlyy (12). This is not so obvious from a syntactic point of view, since the 

negationn marker does not cross a clause boundary here. Apparendy, there is a 

semantic-pragmaticc reason for the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (12), 

because,, according to the informants, you cannot quote someone's utterance if 

youu deny that that person expressed that utterance.5 

55 Anne Baker suggested that the examples in (12) might be grammatical in contrastive contexts, as in (1). 

Unfortunately,, there has been no opportunity to test this suggestion. 

ffl ffl Ingee did not ask them: "Are you going home?", but Marijke did. 
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(12) ) 

b. . 

* ING EE POINTright 

// ^ 
& & 

DAdd • 
_neg g MM MM 

rightASKleftrightASKleft YOU.PL HOUSE slgnerGO.TOneu.sp 

' Ingee does not ask them: "Ar e you going home?" 

3sT T 
*GIRLL POINTngh, 

r 0 0 

_neg g 

Oil l $3E E 
ro lee shift 

signerTELLneu.spp POINTsigner GRANDMOTHER BIRTHDAY 

'Thee girl does not say: "It ' s my grandmother 's birthday." 

(NGT) ) 

A ss well as having a negation marker occuring over the complement-taking 

predicatee only, it is also possible to have a negadon marker that is expressed 

svnchronicallvv with the embedded predicate only. In the latter case, it is just the 

eventt that the complement predicate is referring to diat is negated. In (13) are 

exampless for all classes of complement-taking predicates, including utterance 

predicatess with direct speech complements. 
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(13) ) 

% % 

<S) <S) 
# 7 ^ ^ 

$ $ 

INGEE POINTnght WAN T 

i - - t - - i i 
'D® ® 

MA N N POINTkft t 

^neg g 
PRESENTT leftGIVE.PRESENTnght 

'Inge!!  wants the man not to give her, a present.' 
b. . 

099 §0 

DANCEE POINTfcf, 

'Ingee sees that the boy is not dancing.' 

VV \ 
0* * 

j i e g g 

a a 
INGEE POINTrfght s,gnerSEEieft BOY 

LIK EE POINTsigner ri^itSEEsignei 

'II  like (the fact) that he does not see me.' 
d. . 

\ \ 

POINTleft t 

*r̂  ^ L^s , , 
X X 

TWO.OF.USS PRETEND JOHAN POINTie ft 

'Thee two of us pretend that Johan is not ill. ' 

IL L L 

N N 

j i e g g 

POINTleft t 
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neg g 
MARIJKEE POINTnght KNOW' INGE leftCOMEngh, 

'Marijke,, knows that Inge does not come to her;.' 

—Zég —Zég 

MA NN POINTright BELIEVE GOBLIN EXIST 

'Thee man believes that goblins do not exist.' 

MARIJKEE POINTief, DOUBT PARENTS leftVISITnght 

'Marijke,, doubts whether she, wil l not visit her, parents.' 

neg g 
INGEE POINTnght rightASKsigner TWO.OF.US s,gnerGO.HOME,K 

' Ingee asks me if the two of us are not going home.' 
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'ft 'ft & & 

INGEE POINTngh, rightASKieft 

A A 
T^T ^ ^ 

_neg g 
4 ^n n 

YOU.PLL HOUSE slgnerGO.TOneu.Sp YOU.PL 

' Ingee asks them: "Ar e you not going home?" 

J\'i J\'i 
'» '» J*=0 0 V V 

GIRLL POINTnght slgnerTELLns POINTnght GRANDMOTHER 

V V | O C C 

j i e g g 

BIRTHDA YY POINTnght 

'Thee girl, says that her, grandmother is not having her birthday.' 

V V o-- : 0 0 
GIRLL POINTnghr s^erTELLns 

0i 0i 02 02 
neg g 

rolee shift 

POINTsignerr GRANDMOTHER BIRTHDAY POINTslgMr 

'Thee girl says: "M y grandmother is not having her birthday." 

(NGT) ) 
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T oo express a negation marker over the complement predicate onlv is not 

possiblee with the complement-taking predicate to ivant with coreferential 

subjectss for main and complement clause, as can be seen in (14). 

(14) ) 

«0T T ^ C b b 

*ING EE WANT MARIJKE signerVISITieft 

' Ingee wants not to visit Marijke.' 

(NGT) ) 

Apparently,, in complement construct ions with the complement-taking 

predicatee to ivant as in (14), the relationship between the predicates is much 

strongerr dian in sentences where the complement clause has a different subject 

thann the main clause. In some languages the relationship between the clauses in 

aa complex sentence becomes so strong that the sentence is analysed as clause 

unionunion (a term from Relational Grammar, Perlmutter 1980) or restructuring (Burzio 

1986,, Rizzi 1982). In clause union a main clause and a subordinate clause 

becomee one clause. This analysis is commonly applied to infinitiv e 

constructionss in Romance languages. Matthews (1997:55) gives the following 

examplee from Italian. 

(15)) La faro venire 

herr I.will.make to.come 

I nn Italian the sentence in (15) is considered as a single clause that is derived 

fromm the complex sentence 1 will  make she to come, a main clause that contains a 

causativee verb {will  make) with a complement clause. In N G T, the complement 

verbb in construct ions as in (14) (that are grammatical without the non-manual 

marker)) is not infinite, since the complement clause MARIJKE signerVISITieft can 

occurr on its own as an independent sentence in the right context in which the 

nulll  subject refers to INGE. Nonetheless, one informant could form sentences 
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ass in (16) where the object of the complement clause is raised to the matrix 

clausee and expressed before the matrix predicate, which is only possible if the 

twoo predicates are analysed as one, or at least as having a tighter relationship 

thann between a complement-taking predicate and its embedded predicate. 

0/°INGEE POINTrigh, MARIJKE POINTieft WANT nghtVISITief, 

'Ingee wants to visit Marijke.' 

(NGT) ) 

Thee other two informants, however, judged sentences as (16) as 

ungrammatical.. For this reason, and in absence of other evidence, I do not 

wantt to consider NGT constructions such as the affirmative version of (14), 

andd (16) as clause union yet. But it might be the case that these constructions 

aree currently developing into clause union in NGT. 

Soo far, we have seen three possibilities of the occurence of the non-manual 

negationn marker in NGT-complex sentences. First, the event expressed by the 

mainn predicate can be negated by having the negation marker occuring over 

thiss main predicate only. Negation of the event expressed by the main predicate 

cann also be established by spreading the negation marker from the matrix 

predicatee onto the complement clause. Third, negation of the complement 

eventt can be established by having a negation marker over the complement 

predicate.. The fourth possibility, negating the main and embedded event is 

possible,, too, in NGT. In this case, each predicate occurs with its own negation 

marker.. Examples for each class of complement-taking predicates are in (17). 

Thus,, in (17a) both the want-event and the visit-event are negated by a separate 

non-manuall  marker, which results in a negation of both events in the meaning 

off  the sentence. 
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(17)) a. 

5 * * ^^  J @ j ^ 

_neg g 
INGEE POINTrigbt WANT POINTieft.back ROLAND 

v̂  ^ 

b. . 

n eg g 

leftbackVISITieftfontt MARIJKE POINTbft.&ont 

' Ingee does not want Roland not to visit Marijke.' 

V V 'k 'k 
_ncg g 

I N G EE POINTn g ht signerSEEief, BOY 

N N 

POINTfcf, , 

<^^  ©0 ^ 
neg g 

» » 
DANCEE POINTieft 

' Ingee does not see that the boy is not dancing.' 

c. . 

Jér r 
-vv PV .£• • 

INGEE POINT^ht LIK E POINTnght POINTn e u.sp 

"4L L 

_neg g 
B O OKK neu.spGIVEri ,̂ 

' Inge,, does not like (the fact) that you do not give her, the book.' 
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d. . 

_neg g 

TWO.OF.USS PRETEND JOHAN 

Wee do not pretend that Johan is not ill. ' 

n eg g 

IL L L 

5ÉT T 
j i e g g j i e g g 

MARIJKEE POINTnght KNOW INGE kftCOMErigfa, 

'Marijke,, does not know that Inge does not come to her,.' 

MA N N 

5 * * X X <& <& V V 
j i e g g 

POINTdghtt BELIEVE POINTnght 

=3* * ^^ ssiït 
_ n eg g 

GOBLINN POINTief, EXIST POINTieft 

'Thee man does not believe that goblins do not exist.' 

X X 
v^CC ^ ^ ^ 

j i e g g 

MARIJKEE POINTieft DOUBT POINTk f t PARENTS 

^^ ^ 
j i e g g 

leftVTSITrightt POINTieft 

'Marijke,, does not doubt diat she, will not visit her, parents.' 
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INGE E 

Ü Ü 'fi 'fi 
-"Eg g 

POINTnghtt nghtASKs^ner POINTnght 

n eg g 

TWO.OF.US S ,rGO.HOME„ss TWO.OF.US 

' Ingee does not ask me if the two of us are not going home.' 

3sT T o--
WL WL \ \ 

-o o 

INGEE POINTnght signerTELUeu.sp WOMAN POINTlcft 

/ ; ; 

P O I NT T right t 

_neg g 
CAT T G O NE E 

'Inge,, does not tell the woman that her, cat is not gone.' 

(NGT) ) 

Sincee the informants judged that it is not possible to quote an utterance if 

i tt is denied diat that utterance is expressed in the first place (see (12) above), 

doublee negation is not possible with utterance predicates that are followed bv a 

directt speech complement, as shown in (18). 
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(18)) a. 

b. . 

* ING E E 

-QÊg g 

5 * * 
POINTnj.hr r 

®ft(f f rT T 

_neg g 
4^n n 

nghtASKief,, YOU.PL HOUSE s l g n e rGO.TOns YOU.PL 

'Ingee does not ask them: "Are you not going home?" : 

& & 

*GIRL L 

0" " =0 0 
-Gëg g 

POINTngh, , 

(* (* | 3C C 

role e 
mg mg 

signerTELLn.spp POINTslgner GRANDMOTHER BIRTHDAY 

'Thee girl does not say: "My grandmother is not having her 

birthday.""  ' 

(NGT) ) 

Anotherr exception to this fourth possibility of non-manual negation 

markingg in complex NGT-sentences are complement constructions with to want 

andd preferential subjects in both clauses, as can be seen in (19). This is not at 

alll  strange in view of the discussion of (14) above, which has shown that in 

suchh sentences there might be a tighter relationship between the matrix verb 

andd its complement predicate. 

http://POINTnj.hr
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(19) ) 

negg neg 

*POINTaddresseee W A N T S W IM 

'Youu do not want not to swim.' 

(NGT) ) 

A ss shown above, the non-manual negation marker headshake in N GT can 

occurr in different positions i n complex sentences which results in different 

meanings.. First of all, the non-manual marker can occur over the matrix 

predicatee only. I n this case, the event of the matrix clause is negated. The same 

meaningg is obtained if die marker spreads from the matrix clause predicate over 

thee complement clause. The headshake can also accompany the complement 

clausee predicate only in which case the complement predicate is the only one 

thatt is negated in the meaning of the sentence. Finally, a combinat ion of 

negationn is possible too, that is, two separate negation markers occur in a 

complexx sentence, one above the matrix clause predicate and one above the 

complementt clause predicate. I n this latter case both matrix and complement 

eventss are negated. 

I ff  the headshake spreads from the matrix clause to the complement clause, 

itt must be concluded that the complement clause is syntactically embedded 

underr the matrix clause, otherwise this extension would not be possible. Hence, 

thee non-manual negation marker can be used in N GT to reveal syntactic 

subordination. . 

5.44 Analysis 

Negationn in ASL is analysed by Neidle et al. (2000) in the following way (20).6 

Neidlee et al. assume a NegP direcdy above VP, because the manual negation 

sign,, that is the negation particle, precedes the verb (see example (2) above). 

Manuall  tense markers in ASL are not in the scope of negation (Neidle et al. 

2000:80).. Therefore, the NegP is situated below TenseP. 

66 The structure given in (20) is simplified. The projections AspP, AgrsP, and AgroP intervene NegP and VP 
(Neidlee et al. 2000:3). 
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(20)) TenseP 

Tensee NegP 

spec c 

Negg VP 

I I 
[+neg]]  V DP 

(NOT) ) 

Neidlee et al. further assume that V does not raise to Neg. Furthermore, the 

non-manuall  negation marker is the overt realisation of the syntactic feature 

[+neg].. According to Neidle et al. the head Neg is filled with [+neg], and 

optionallyy with the negation sign NOT. The non-manual negation marker 

obligatorilyy attaches to lexical material. So, if NOT is present in Neg, the marker 

attachess to NOT and can occur over this negation sign only, as in (21a). 

Optionally,, the non-manual marker can spread over the lexical material that is 

inn the c-command domain of [+neg], see (21b). If NOT is not present, there is 

noo lexical material in Neg for the non-manual marker to attach to. I n order for 

thee sentence not to become ungrammatical, the marker attaches to the lexical 

materiall  in VP that is in the c-command domain of [+neg], as in (21c). 

(21)) a. JOHN [NegP [Neg NOT ] [VP BUY HOUSE ]] 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 

asg g 
b.. JOHN [NegP [Neg NOT ] [vp BUY' HOUSE ]] 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 
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neg g 

c.. JOHN [NegP [Neg +neg ] [VP BUY HOUSE ]] 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 

(ASL) ) 

Inn this analysis of negation it is immediately clear why the non-manual 

negationn marker obligatorily spreads over material to its right in the absence of 

aa manual negation sign, and why it is not only the verb that the negation 

markerr cooccurs with, but rather everything that the [+neg] feature c-

commands,, thus the verb and its object, even if this object is a complement 

sentence. . 

II  have shown in the former section that negation in NGT is different from 

negationn in ASL. First of all, negation is established only by a non-manual 

negationn marker and not bv a negative particle. The marker in NGT is attached 

too the predicate and optionally stretches over the predicate's object. It is 

becausee of this optionality of the spreading of the non-manual marker that 

Neidlee et al.'s analysis of negation in ASL cannot be applied to NGT. 

Inn DGS and Catalan Sign Language (LSC, Llengua de Signes Catalana) the 

samee kind of optional spreading of the non-manual negation marker as in NGT 

iss observed (Pfau 2002:287, 2003:14, Pfau & Quer 2003). In the same articles it 

iss stated that both DGS and LSC are underlyingly SOV.7 

_neg g 

( 2 2)) a. M O T H ER F L O W ER B UY 

neg g 

b.. MOTHTER FLOWER BUY 

'Motherr is not buying a flower.' 

(DGS) ) 

Thee spreading of the negative headshake onto the object has interpretive consequences in I.SC where it 
yieldss a contrastive reading 'Sand does not eat meat, but fish he does' (p.c. Josep Quer). 
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_neg g 

(23)) a. SANTI MEAT EAT 

neg g 

b.. SANTI MEAT EAT 

'Santii  does not eat meat.' 

(LSC) ) 

However,, D GS and LSC are unlike N G T and resemble ASL in that they 

makee use of an optional negation particle, a manual sign, which in contrast to 

ASLL occurs in sentence-final position. The two European signed languages 

differr from each other in that in LSC the non-manual marker can be combined 

withh the negation sign only (24), whereas this is not possible in D GS (25). 

—Oeg g 

(24)) a. SANTI MEAT EAT NOT 

SÊg g 

b.. SANTI MEAT EAT NOT 

'Santii  does not eat meat.' 

(LSC) ) 

-S£g g 

(25)) a. *MOTHER FLOWER BUY NOT 

Oeg g 

b.. MOTHER FLOWER BUY NOT 

'Motherr is not buying a flower' 

P G S) ) 

Pfauu & Quer (2003) give a unified account for the three signed languages 

D G S,, LSC and ASL (see also Pfau 2002, 2003). First of alL they adopt Neidle 

ett al 's analysis for ASL. They further assume that [+neg] in D GS and LSC is 

nott a syntactic feature, as it is in ASL, but rather an affix as in Turkish for 

examplee (see Pfau 2002 and 2003 for examples), thus, a morpheme. The affix is 

seenn as a featural affix without phonological content (cf. Akinlabi 1996) that 

triggerss a prosodie alteration of the base form to which the affix is attached (in 

thiss case the predicate is expressed with a headshake). This is in line with 
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currentt ideas in which many non-manual facial markers are considered to have 

aa prosodie function in signed languages that can be compared to intonational 

contourss in spoken languages (Nespor & Sandler 1999; Sandler 1999; Wilbur 

2000;; see also fn. 3 in the gloss conventions). 

Pfauu & Quer claim that the negation affix occupies the head Neg of the 

projectionn NegP. In LSC the manual negation particle optionally occupies Neg 

ass well, whereas in D GS the particle is located in spec,NegP. This latter 

assumptionn can explain the difference in grammaticalitv between (24a) and 

(25a).. I f no manual matenaL i.e. the negative particle, is present in Neg, the 

Strayy Affi x Filter, that requires that even* affix attaches to a host (Baker 

1988:140),, triggers V-to-Neg raising in D GS and LSC and results in (22a) and 

(23a)) with the negation marker accompanying only the predicate. V-to-Neg 

raisingg thus always occurs in D GS (25), because the negation particle is located 

inn spec,NegP. Whereas in LSC the verb does not have to raise to Neg if the 

negationn particle is present in Neg, and a headshake accompanying the negative 

particlee only is grammatical (24a). The relevant structure for D GS and LSC is in 

(26)) (from Pfau & Quer 2003). 

(26)) NegP 

Neg'' spec 

DPP V 

Pfauu & Quer (2003) assume that the negative particle NICHT in DGS is lexically specified for headshake. 
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Inn ASL [+neg] cannot be an affix because Y-to-Neg raising is blocked, as 

cann be seen in example (27). 

_neg g 

(27)) *]OHN [Negp [Neg [v BUY]] [VP HOUSE ]] 

'Johnn is not buying a house.' 
(ASL) ) 

Byy analysing [+neg] as a prosodie feature Pfau (2002, 2003) can account 

forr the spreading of this feature across word boundaries (see (22) and (23)). He 

comparess the spreading of headshake with external tone sandhi phenomena in 

tonall  languages like Setswana (spoken in South Africa and Botswana) and 

Tsongaa (a Bantu language spoken in Mozambique and South Africa) (see Pfau 

2002,, 2003 for examples). 

Thee analysis of Pfau (2002, 2003) and Pfau & Quer (2003) can be adopted 

forr NGT. As in DGS and LSC the spreading of the non-manual marker 

headshakee is optional in NGT. This means that the spreading is not 

syntacticallyy determined, as opposed to ASL, and that [+neg] can therefore be 

analysedd as a featural affix that occupies the head Neg of NegP. Since NGT has 

noo negative particle, neither Neg nor spec, NegP is filled with manual material. 

V-to-Negg raising is triggered then, as a result of the Stray Affi x Filter. This 

resultss in a headshake obligatorily accompanying the predicate which can 

optionallyy spread onto the object of the predicate. The relevant structure for 

NGTT is in (28). 
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NegP P 

specc N eg ' 

Negg AspP 

A ss can be seen in structure (28), I leave open whether the object is base-

generatedd pre- or post-verbally. It was already shown in example (7a) in chapter 

11 that objects in N GT can occur pre-verbally and post-verbally without there 

beingg any difference in meaning.910 Since in N GT aspect rather than tense is 

expressedd bv an affix on the predicate (Schermer & Koolhof 1990), I assume an 

AspPP above VP, where the verbs obligatorily moves to, to check its aspect 

feature.. If this assumption is right, it is of no consequence whether the object is 

base-generatedd before or after the verb in VP. To derive the SVO order no 

furtherr movement of the object is needed, since V already moved to a position 

beforee O, namely to the head Asp. To derive the SOV order the object has to 

movee to spec,AspP from both base-generated positions. Therefore, I adopt the 

structuree in (28). Of course, more research needs to be done, just as more data 

99 In the grammar of one informant specificity in meaning with respect to the position of the object seems to 
playy a role with one verb only, namely with the complement-taking predicate to want. The signer considers 
sentencee (ia) with SVO order as grammatical. A sentence with to want and the object in preverbal position is 
judgedd as grammatical only if the object is specific. This is done in (iic) by using a POINT sign that functions 
ass demonstrative pronoun which becomes clear from the meaning of this sentence (only the glosses are given 
inn (,)). 

(l)) a. POINTsigner WANT COFFEE 

'II  want coffee.' 
b.. *POINTsigner COFFEE WANT 

c.. POINTsigner COFFEE POINTright WANT 

'II  want this/that coffee.' 

138 8 

(28) ) 

100 It seems to be the case that children acquiring N GT as their native language use as many 0\" as VO orders 
inn the two-sign-stage (p.c. Carola Rooijmans). 
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needd to be collected to confirm the movement of V to higher functional 

projectionss in NGT. 

5.55 Conclusion 

Inn NGT, the main clause negation marker does not have to extend over the 

embeddedd clause obligatorily, as was shown in (9). In this respect NGT differs 

fromm ASL where it is obligatory for the headshake to extend over all the signs 

inn a complex sentence, including the complement clause, that fall within the 

scopee of the matrix predicate negation. Negation in NGT, therefore, has to be 

analysedd differendy from negation in ASL. The analysis of Pfau & Quer (2003) 

forr negation in DGS and LSC, in which [+neg] and its phonological realisation 

ass a headshake is a featural affix rather than a syntactic feature, is adopted for 

NGT.. By considering [+neg] as an affix, it is possible to explain why the non-

manuall  negation marker in NGT optionally spreads over its object, which can 

bee a DP or a complement clause. 

Althoughh the main clause negation marker does not stretch over the 

embeddedd clause obligatorily, the absolute duration of the non-manual 

negationn marker can be used in NGT as a diagnostic for syntactic 

embeddedness.. If this marker spreads from the matrix predicate onto the 

secondd clause, this second clause must be in the c-command domain of the 

matrixx clause, and hence, be subordinated to it. With the aid of the absolute 

durationn of the non-manual negation marker I have shown that the potentially 

embeddedd clauses with the complement-taking predicates to want, to see, to like, to 

pretend,pretend, to know, to believe, to doubt, to ask and to tell are syntactically subordinated. 

However,, the argument status of these syntactically subordinated clauses 

hass not been established yet. Since NGT is a pro-drop language, it could still be 

thee case that a null referential pronoun saturates the argument structure of the 

investigatedd complement-taking predicates in which case the subordinated 

clausess are not complement clauses but adjunct clauses. 
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